
Countable & Uncountable

Odd One Out











two dogs a dog 



There are two oranges on the table.

two oranges

What are there on the table?



I can see two hats.

What can you see?



water

There is some water in the hand.

How much water is there in the hand?



a glass of waterglass
water



a glass of milkglass milk

It’s a milk.  X

It’s a glass of milk.   O



a plate of noodles plate



a cup of tea
cup



four bottles of water
bottle



two cans of juicea can of juice three cans of juice

can juice



two bags of flour



I like to eat a pie        /        a piece of pie.

a pie a piece of pie



Containers

•容器



Quantities

•數量

a can of coke

a bowl of rice

a cup of coffee

a piece of cake

a tube of toothpaste





•Containers and Quantities

Containers and quantities English Language.mp4


•Q1: What is the video about?可用中文

• (Different containers. )

•Q2: What are the containers for?可用中文

• (For different quantities. )

•Q3: Let’s check how many kinds of containers 
you know. 

•Match the pictures with the words.



Worksheet 1  
 

Different containers, different quantities 
bag, box, bottle, can, jar, tube 

tube 

（裝牙膏等的）軟管 

 

jar 

（寬口的）瓶 

bag 

袋 

 

1. 

 

          

2. 

 

             

3. 

 

          

4. 

 
            

5. 

 
           

6. 

 
         

Worksheet 2  

1. Listen and match the words with the pictures. 

(A) bowl (B) can (C) cup (D) bottle (E) glass (F) piece (G) plate (H) basket 

1.  

 

2.  

 

3.  

 

4.  

 

    

5.  

 

6.  

 

7.  

 

8.  

 

    

2. Fill in. 

glass bottle cup bowl plate can 

1. I usually have hot dogs with    of cola. 

2. I want one      of rice. I don’t like noodles. 

3. Give me a       of green salad before the main dish, please. 

4. Don’t use plastic        . It’s bad for the Earth. 

5. I have a       of milk and bread for breakfast. 

6. I drink a        of coffee every morning. 

 



 


